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Introduction
Image Categorization is one of the most challenging problems in computer vision, especially in the presence of scale variation, view variation, intra-class variation, clutter, occlusion, and pose changes. Generally, performance of an image categorization system depends mainly on two ingredients, the image representation and the classification algorithm. Ideally these two should be well matched so that the classification algorithm works well with the given image representation.
Local features [3, 4] are very powerful and efficient image representation for categorization problems, as seen by the state of the art performance of [1, 4] . However, the image representation produced by local features is an unordered set of feature vectors, one for each interest point found in the image. Although this kind of representation can be used for image categorization directly by comparing image similarity with voting method and gets nice performance [5] , there exist two problems aroused by the representation: The first question is that most machine learning algorithms expect a fixed dimensional feature vector as input; The other is efficiency problem, because an unordered set of feature vectors from a image includes thousands of points, each of which, i.e. local features, is a high dimension vectors usually.
Distributions of local invariant features are more constringent image representation relative to modeling image with local features directly. It can solve the problems aroused by the unordered set of feature vectors effectively. Histograms, signatures and PDF (Probability Density Function) are three mainly manners to model the representation of images with distributions of local features for classification. They all suit for discriminative classification algorithm such as Support Vector Machines (SVM), but with different matching kernel respectively.
Histograms representation with distribution of local invariant features can be got by Vector-quantized method (called as bag-of-keypoints [1] ), the simplest and most popular methods in text classification and image classification, which corresponds to a histogram of the number of occurrences of particular image patterns in a given image. Here the particular image patterns are seen as keypoints which are found using a simple k-means unsupervised learning procedure over the local invariant features of the train set. Because the histogram is just a kind of coarse form of distribution description, the process of histogram quantification must lose a lot of discriminative information from local features. At the same time, just as earlier global methods based on color or gradient histograms, it cannot achieve a good balance between expressiveness and efficiency because of fixed-size bin structures [6] .
A signature
represents a set of feature clusters. Each cluster is represented by its mean (or mode) The EMD is a cross-bin dissimilarity measure and can handle variable-length representation of distribu-tions [6] [13] . It allows partial matches in a very natural way, which is important, for instance, in dealing with occlusions and clutter in image categorization applications, and in matching only parts of an image. In addition, if the ground distance is a metric and the total weights of two signatures are equal, the EMD is a true metric, which allows endowing image spaces with a metric structure. Meanwhile, the EMD can be computed efficiently by a streamlined simplex algorithm Mathematical Programming [8] . However, the signature is still not enough to retain more discriminative information for categorization task.
Among the above three modes, PDF is a kind of the most direct description of distribution and can encode more discriminative features during modeling representtation of image for categorization or recognition. However, generally, the complex form of PDFs can lead to heavy computation when applied to image categorization [2] [9] .
Herein we propose a novel image representation combined with characters of two distribution models, Probability Density Function and standard signatures. We call it as Probability Signatures (PS). Images categorization is completed by learning a SVM classifier with EMD (Earth Mover's Distance) kernels [6] [11] based on PS. The paper evaluates the classification method by scene recognition and image categorization on different image databases. Our experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach in this paper is superior to vector-quantized and standard signature method.
Improved distribution representation
The PS is an improving to standard signature distribution by introducing generation model. First, in the PS, the initial distribution models based on local features for each image are created by Gaussian Mixture Models. Second, the mean vector of every single model of GMMs is viewed as the center of a cluster and the summation of posteriori probability reflecting all the local features to the same single model as the weights of corresponding cluster in the PS. Therefore, the PS combines the merits of PDF with that of signature. On one hand, compared with standard signature, as each component has its own covariance structure, a point is not based solely on the Euclidean distance to the clusters but upon some local measure of the importance of different feature components. Thus different clusters can emphasize different feature components depending on the structure they are trying to represent. Finally, we obtained a much smoother approximation to the input sets density model. On the other hand, by using the probability, this approach can encode more discriminative information and capture more perceptual similarity between distributions as a local feature is allowed to respond to multi clusters. Consequently, compared with PDF, the PS retain the same discriminative information with PDF for categorization, moreover, it allows for partial matches that the SVM categorizing with PDF kernel does not possess.
Local invariant feature selection
Local invariant features include detector and descriptor. Some researches [4] [11] have shown that the discriminative power of local features for classification can be raised by combining multi types of detector and descriptor efficiently. This kind of integration must have some complementary in invariance such as scale and affine or in patch types such as salience or texture. We use two complementary local region detector types to extract salient image structures: The Harris-Laplace detector responds to corner-like regions, while the Laplacian detector extracts blob-like regions. In order to raise the efficiency to generate probability model, we employ the low-dimensional gradient-based descriptor called PCA-SIFT [12] as a descriptor for patches extracted at these interest regions.
Probability Signature generation
In order to get the PB representation of image, first, we need to establish the initial distribution models based on distribution of PCA-SIFT features for each image by PDF model. We use GMMs model and its maximum likelihood parameters are estimated by EM algorithm. Given an image, its PCA-SIFT feature vectors set
is extracted from detected regions, and GMMs model: 
, and α is called as correlation threshold to filter some noises from local features which is a little relation with the mode. The initial PS's length is m . The final PS is formed with compression process by a compression threshold. It is noted that different images have their PSes of different length. Two thresholds and compression process will be introduced in section 3.2. where ij f is a flow value that can be determined by solving a linear programming problem [6] , and ij d is the Euclidean distance between cluster centers i p and j q . As the EMD is a measure of dissimilarity of two signatures, to incorporate EMD into the SVM framework, we use extended Gaussian kernels [7] :
EMD Kernel-Based classification
is called the EMD kernel. A is a scaling parameter which is set to the mean value of the EMD distances between all training images to reduce the computational cost [11] .
3． Experiments
We have applied our method to two domains which belong to whole image categorization: scene recognition, object categorization.
Methodology
For each categorization task, we compare our algorithm's performance with two other techniques: Vector-quantized method using linear SVM classifier in [1] and standard signature using the same classifier based on EMD kernel in [11] . All three methods share the idea of representing images based on their distribution of local invariant features and discriminative classification algorithm SVM, but they vary in distribution form and corresponding kernel in SVM. Multi-class classification is done with a SVM trained by using the one-versus-all rule.
For the Vector-quantized method, considering that classification effect is sensitivity to the size of a Bin in histogram distribution representation as image content, Bins with two sizes are selected in our experiment. We call them fine Vector-quantized(1000)and coarse Vector-quantized (200) 
Compression Probability Signature
A simply and flexible method to determine the length of PS is used in our experiment. The initial PS with uniform length 50 is generated according to the steps in section 2.2. Then the PS is compressed in compression procedure by setting a compression threshold which depends on the correlation threshold to some extent. If the ratio of the number of local features which posteriori probability responding a component from PS is larger than the correlation threshold to the number of total local features from the image is larger than the compression threshold, this component will be deleted from the PS of the image. The compression procedure can improve not only the performance of categorization but also efficiency of computing EMD distance between signatures.
We learn the two thresholds of PS from the same databases with scene recognition experiment introduced as next section. The correlation threshold and the compression threshold are determined respectively in two phrases: First, without executing compression procedure (i.e. under no compression threshold), determine the change curve corresponding to the correlation threshold and the recognition rate, as shown in Fig. 1 . In the following phrase, according to the result of Fig.1 , draw the change curve between compression threshold and recognition rate under the correlation threshold 0.4, as shown in Fig.2 . By comparing the recognition rates in Fig.1 and Fig.2 , it is indicated that when the compression threshold is 0.02, the recognition rate is 0.83 which has exceeded the highest recognition rate in Fig.1 and when the compression threshold is 0.03, the recognition rate reaches its peak. However, if the compression threshold is too large, over compression of PS can cut down the recognition rate.
In the above experiments, we select 50 images per class for the training set and 10 images from the remaining in each class for the test set. The results are reported as the average recognition rate.
Experiments show when correlation threshold and compression threshold are taken with 0.4 and 0.03 respectively, the average length of all category images reduce to 29 and the performance of recognition increase 4 percentage points. Because in PS, one local feature can simultaneously contribute to multi components by probability, the compression will not lead to delete local feature directly. However, it reduces noise affection in computing EMD. so the correlation and compression threshold of PS will be set as 0.4 and 0.03 respectively in our next experiments. 
Scene Recognition
Our recognition task dataset is composed of eight scene categories provided by Oliva and Torralba [10] . Each category has about 300 images, and each image size is 256×256 pixels. Figure 3 shows the average recognition accuracy for a varying number of training examples per class, over 10 runs with randomly selected training examples. These are recognition rates that have been normalized according to the number of test examples per class. We can observe that our method works best among the four methods, while fine Vector-quantized approach works better than coarse and standard signature. Overall, the improved performance of our method over standard signature and two kind of Vector-quantized shows that more discriminative information are learn and more perceptual similarity between distributions are captured in our method. 
Object Categorization
We evaluated four method on an object categorization task using two dataset with different styles. ETH-80[14] contains images of 80 objects from eight different classes in various poses against a simple background. All objects are almost full of the images. While Xerox7 [1] includes total 1776 images which belongs 7 category object: faces, buildings, trees, cars , phones, bikes and books. These images are all of the objects in natural settings and thus the objects are in highly variable poses with substantial amounts of background clutter. Table 1：Average classification accuracy rates in two objects datasets with four methods. Table 1 shows that: Under object categorization tasks in images with simple background and object covering the whole image, although PS can obtain the best categorization rate, the categorization discrimina-tion power of signature is not superior to that of histogram features. However, under object category-zation tasks in natural images with complex background, signature representation has better categorization discrimination power than histogram representation, and PS categorization accuracy rate is higher than the standard Signature by 5 percentage points.
4． Conclusion
This paper proposes a novel representation of image: probability signature formed by improving the distribution of local features. The representation can capture more discriminative information for categorization in discriminative method with EMD kernel. We evaluate our method on three image databases in scene recognition and image categorization tasks. And our experiments demonstrate that the proposed approach in this paper is superior to vector quantization and standard signature method.
